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Judith Park â€” http: The artist, of Korean heritage, has developed an unmistakable, beautiful drawing style,
and conquered the hearts of manga fans. By now, Judith Park is counted as the most successful German
mangaka, and has even had a few television appearances. Y-Square â€” single volume! Yoshitaka Kogirei
looks good, but is a total loser when it comes to women. His new classmate, Yagate, however, has incredible
success with the ladies. Yoshitaka tries everything to find the secret of his success, aided a little by Yagate.
The siblings Dionne and Lyon are one heart and one soul. Unfortunately, Lyon is very sick, and too busy
worrying about their son, the parents end up neglecting their daughter. By now, her manga has been published
in a collected paperback volume, with an extra color section and bonus pages. Jibun-Jishin â€” single volume!
The 17 year old Chiyo Kita has been abroad for three years, and is now returning to Japan. On the first day of
class, she realizes that quite a few things have changed at her old school. So she and her clique protect Sorai,
who is being attacked by the egotistical Sawako. No matter what she does or where she goes, all eyes are on
her. But she turns this king of pick-up lines down again and again â€” after all, she has better things to do than
to get involved with a misogynistic jerk like him. But will Josh really prove to be a good enough friend for
Delilah to trust him with her secret? Since her childhood, her mysterious past has haunted Delilah. And thus
she reverts to mean measures, the grave consequences of which not even a witch like Jessica could have
wished forâ€¦ Single volume! Published in october for only Euro 6!
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She dreams to get her "Prince Charming" and have a fantasy, like the Disney Princesses. Her story is about
how she meets her prince, saves the Kingdom of Paradiso and ultimately, through hardship, becomes a
Princess herself. Volume 1[ edit ] This is Volume 1 and 2 of the Tokyopop release One day after school, a
young girl named Kilala Reno stumbles across a boy sleeping in her yard. After thinking to herself he looks
like a Prince, she tries to kiss him, thinking it will wake him up, just like a kiss wakes up Sleeping Beauty. He
does wake but only to fall back asleep again. Kilala then carries him inside her house and watches over him
sleeping as she wonders who he is and where he came from. To her surprise, she feels just like one of the
Disney Princesses. Then, Rei wakes up and accuses her of stealing the tiara. Valdou explains that Rei and him
are searching for the Seventh Princess and the rightful owner of that tiara. There is a legend that the Princess
can save their country from turmoil. Kilala tells them she knows where they can find a princess and leads them
to a Princess Contest where her best friend, Erica, had just won. Certain that Erika was the Princess they were
looking for, she goes to find her only to watch as strange men in long coats kidnap her and throw her in the
back seat of a car. Kilala goes after her but is almost injured by the mysterious men before Rei comes and
saves her. Rei and Kilala come upon a strange gated door called the "Gate of Dreams". The Tiara starts to
glow and Kilala places it on her head, praying that the door lead the way to saving Erika. However, when the
two wake up, they suddenly find themselves in the world of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs where they
meet Snow White in person, and the two of them become dwarfs. After some introductions, Kilala realizes
how to find a way to find Erika and the two make their way to the Magic Mirror, summoning it. The Mirror
tells them the Tiara will show them the way if they can survive the danger ahead. Before Kilala can ask what
the danger is, they are attacked by the Evil Queen, who demands the Tiara. They try to escape but are
ultimately captured when they are attacked by dogs, badly injuring Rei. The Queen turns into an old lady and
tries to force Kilala to eat a poison apple, making the dogs hold down Rei. Snow White appears and tells The
Queen that, to save Kilala, she will eat the apple instead. Just before she can, however, Kilala knocks the apple
out of her hand telling The Queen no one will be eating that apple and the Seven Dwarfs appear. They are all
able to attack the Queen, pushing her into a Cauldron which turns her into a vulture. Afterwards, Snow White
gives Kilala a ruby, which attaches itself to the Tiara and changes her and Rei back to normal. Rei questions
why they would leave her behind, but then realizes it must be because she is not the Seventh Princess. The
next day, everything returned to normal for Kilala. She reminisces on her journey and blushes as she realizes
she has feelings for Rei, who appears next to her. Later that night, she goes to the Princess Contest Afterparty
to support Erica. She starts to feel lonely without a partner before a dress but Rei shows up asking her for a
dance. The two dance in the garden outside as crowds begin to gather to watch them. She asks time to stop on
this moment forever. Volume 2[ edit ] This is Volume 3 and 4 of the Tokyopop release Kilala rescues Erika
before the unnamed villains can kill her, and sneaks up to their boat where she steals back the Tiara before
falling into the ocean. Kilala and Rei go to the world of The Little Mermaid. While Kilala and Ariel set off to
find white crown seaweed to cure Rei, he is later captured by Ursula who intends to marry him and become a
Queen. Ursula tells her that Rei is really a Prince and should marry a suitable bride. Ariel gives Kilala an
aquamarine gemstone as token to their friendship, which turns out to be one of the magic gems to be acquired
by the Tiara. He gives Kilala the Tiara and promises to return for it soon. He leaves on a ship back to Paradiso.
Kilala tries to defend her, but ends up getting the book dirty, and Mill blames her for it. Later, however, Mill
returns to thank her for the aid. As they talk about believing in fairies, Tinker Bell appears and lures them to
an ancient library. There, Kilala finds a journal containing information about the Seventh Princess. Rei finds
out Valdou is the leader of the Coup, the people responsible for attacking the kingdom of Paradiso. Rei is held
captive as Valdou goes after the Tiara. Kilala enters a Princess Cinderella contest, only to fail at every single
test and humiliates herself. She runs away in tears before running into Valdou, who "takes" her to Rei. She
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helps Cinderella finish her chores to get her on time for the royal ball, but Drizella and Anastasia continue to
make a mess to make them work. Jaq and Gus make a dress for Cinderella while Kilala secretly finishes the
chores. Cinderella also teaches her the proper ways of eating, walking, singing and dancing like a princess.
Anastasia steals her Tiara during a confrontation and decides to use it to brainwash the prince. After the Fairy
Godmother helped Cinderella to the ball, Kilala asks for her help. At the ball, she knocks down Drizella before
she can hypnotize the prince and sends the Tiara flying out the balcony. Just then, Cinderella arrive and the
dance goes smoothly as ever. Kilala finds the Tiara broken and shattered. The Fairy Godmother appears and
restores it, with a new gem added to it: When Kilala returns to the human world, her body is healed. She and
Rei are then captured and taken to a devastated Paradiso. Kilala is thrown in an Internment Camp and Rei is
taken to be brainwashed and forced to help the Coup. Kilala saves him before they can and the two declare
their feelings for one another. The Volume ends with Kilala and Rei walking towards the Paradiso gate,
determined to collect all the remaining gems and save the country. Gaston throws the watch back to them, but
keeps the amber stored inside. Kilala and Sylphy pose as dancers to steal back the jewel. Rei starts a fight with
Gaston again, and wins, along with the gem. Kilala convinces the Beast to confess his feelings to Belle and
give her the broken pocket watch, which she happily accepts. The Tiara immediately brings them to the World
of Sleeping Beauty. When they do find it, the little princess gives it to her as a token for her help. Princess
Aurora finds Kilala on the balcony and tells her to keep on believing in herself and her love for Rei.
Maleficent appears disguise as Lady Malecent and attempts to curse Aurora with magic rose thorns. Kilala
shields the princess and falls under the spell. Right after Maleficent is defeated, the glass bead turns into a rose
quartz and joins with the Tiara. When they return to Paradiso in more ruin than when they left. Sylphy shows
herself to also be a traitor, siding with Valdou in agreement that he will make Rei marry her. They race off on
an air vehicle. While Rei and Aladdin hold off the guards, the girls make their way to escape. Jasmine falls off
the roof trying to help Sylphy and ends up captured by Valdou, who has also followed them to this world and
sided with Jafar. Sylphy tries to use the lamp to first make Rei fall in love with her which is denied and later to
find Jasmine, but Valdou steals the lamp before she can summon Genie again. He wishes to return to Paradiso
and become its ruler. As he fades away, Kilala steals back the lamp and wishes to find Jasmine. After the
tension, Aladdin wishes the princess good night. Jafar turns into Sylphy after she left and attempts to steal the
diamond, but Kilala and Rei figure him out. Kilala returns the diamond and Jasmine gives her a flower given
to her by Aladdin as a token to their friendship. Angered, Jafar has Iago steal the flower and take it far off the
desert. They find a nearly drowned Aladdin and Genie. Sylphy steals the lamp again and wishes to find the
flower. It changes into the sixth gem: Kilala, now the Seventh Princess, restores Paradiso to the way it was
before, along with the people who have been brainwashed. Rei gathers the townsmen and women to fight
against Valdou and his Coup to protect Paradiso. Valdou creates a powerful blast and sets the village on fire.
Kilala runs into a church to save the children trapped inside. Grief-stricken by her sacrifice, Rei fills his
weapon with the power of love and defeats Valdou once and for all, further ending the fire in the village. Now
married to Rei and becoming a true princess, Kilala takes on the new road of learning to become a proper
princess. Rei sets sail to end serious problems caused by Valdou in other countries. Having chosen her way of
life as a princess, the final gem appears on the Tiara: Rei returns to Paradiso. And they lived happily ever
after. Kilala hopes to become like them someday, but her clumsy and spunky attitude puts her very behind.
She is in a different place from her parents, and wishes to meet them again someday. Her best friend is Erica
and her pet is Tippe.
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Preview books by North American manga publisher Tokyopop. Related publisher series Series?! How do
series work? To create a series or add a work to it, go to a "work" page. The "Common Knowledge" section
now includes a "Series" field. Enter the name of the series to add the book to it. Works can belong to more
than one series. In some cases, as with Chronicles of Narnia , disagreements about order necessitate the
creation of more than one series. If the series has an order, add a number or other descriptor in parenthesis
after the series title eg. By default, it sorts by the number, or alphabetically if there is no number. If you want
to force a particular order, use the character to divide the number and the descriptor. So, " 0 prequel " sorts by
0 under the label "prequel. Series was designed to cover groups of books generally understood as such see
Wikipedia: Like many concepts in the book world, "series" is a somewhat fluid and contested notion. A good
rule of thumb is that series have a conventional name and are intentional creations, on the part of the author or
publisher. For now, avoid forcing the issue with mere "lists" of works possessing an arbitrary shared
characteristic, such as relating to a particular place. Avoid series that cross authors, unless the authors were or
became aware of the series identification eg. Also avoid publisher series, unless the publisher has a true
monopoly over the "works" in question. So, the Dummies guides are a series of works. But the Loeb Classical
Library is a series of editions, not of works.
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Plot[ edit ] Incorporating dark comedy , [1] I Luv Halloween follows a group of children as they go
trick-or-treating each Halloween: Kitty; and his mostly silent younger brother Spike. Meanwhile, Moochie
wanders away from Finch and kills the town bullies with a brassiere stolen from Nips, the town cheerleader.
Obsessed with teeth, Moochie also extracts the molars of her victims. Finch and his group attempt to retrieve
the brassiere from Moochie; however, after a series of deaths, they end up prematurely burying Nips. In the
second volume, they learn that the townspeople have become zombies. Moochie embarks on a quest to drive
out the "Chonkolit monkeys", and encounters a group of sisters: Vera, Vivian, and Vincent. Moochie takes
Vera with her to hunt out the king of the monkeys. Meanwhile, Finch and Mr. Kitty escape from a Christian
couple by severally burning the wife. Her husband chases after them, only to be killed by Moochie. She then
has Vera exorcise the king of the monkeys from him. In the third volume, Finch and his group discover that
the town is experiencing an alien invasion. Curious about abortions, Moochie sets out to revive a fetus whom
she believes is her sister. Along the way, she tortures and kills the town doctor. His son, whom Moochie also
tortures, sees this as a hate crime and sets off a biochemical targeting all the people of Caucasian descent. He
and Devil Lad leave the town afterward. Development and publication[ edit ] Illustrator Benjamin Roman
made his professional debut with the first volume of I Luv Halloween; he wanted to create "something that
was offbeat and a little gory, but with a kind of humor and playfulness. We were just trying to let loose with
the characters, however violent that mentality m[a]y have turned at some points.
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Series was designed to cover groups of books generally understood as such (see Wikipedia: Book series). Like many
concepts in the book world, "series" is a somewhat fluid and contested notion. Like many concepts in the book world,
"series" is a somewhat fluid and contested notion.
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services and activities that promote literacy, education attainment and quality of life in South Yorkshire and supports
Askern Community Library.
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Tokyopop, author of The Rising Stars of Manga, Volume 1, on LibraryThing LibraryThing is a cataloging and social
networking site for booklovers Home Groups Talk Zeitgeist.
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